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FORUS

For People and Planet

FORUS
FORUS Digital platform uses banking as
a tool to serve the purpose of creating
economic inclusiveness, and has been
designed to serve a particular purpose.
The FORUS Digital tools are used to
monetise assets, that in turn create
economic development. Assets are
identified, and financed to become used
for income generating.
FORUS Digital Tools are used to create
financing instruments and truth room
facilities, to enable the leveraging of all
opportunities to regenerate the economy
in a sustainable and ethical way.

Scope
Alongside other big projects,
the Fish Studios will become
the main hub, kick-starting the
Eastern Cape and facilitating us
testing ubiquity.

Asset Based Community Development
FORUS is conducting regional profiling and looking at all opportunities to create jobs and income.
We will be testing and rolling out a whole bunch of 4IR technology, and will create a combined
campus, studio and smart testing ground.
To achieve ubiquity requires certain elements, transport being one of the core sectors. This needs
to be deployed with a launch network that has critical mass.
FORUS has already engaged with a number of partners across the Eastern Cape and recognises
that the economic success of smaller projects relies on provincial success. The Fish River Sun
project will complement a number of other significant projects across the region, in Gqeberha,
East London and King Williamstown to start.

The amaGqunukwebePrudhoe Community Trust
FORUS Digital through the African Wealth Fund has leased the land and
assets held by the amaGqunukhwebe-Prudhoe Community Trust.

Use Case
The amaGqunukwebe-Prudhoe
Community Trust & FORUS
Digital partnership is a use case
of how community, nature and
technology can come together
to create a better normal.
FORUS Digital has the tools to
solve the economic problem
and the mechanism to invest
in SA rural and township
communities.

The
Film Industry
Fish Studios
As a Film Location the Fish River Sun is extremely
exciting. Sustainable impact and community
development aspects of the area are attractive to
the international film community. The infrastructure,
location and ability to build in a safe and natural
environment.
The upside for the local community includes job
creation (the FORUS slate of films being financed
through our film fund will create over 2200 jobs.)
Any of the productions using the location would be
incentivised to engage in training, skills development
and increase local employment opportunities.

Opportunity
The real unique opportunity for the industry
is where the business, community and film
productions intersect. The regional impact will
include the development of new industries to
support productions for example set building.
FORUS and partners will ensure that
best practices are applied to training and
development as well as social impact
throughout the production process. The industry
already have established practices and tools to
set the best possible starting place.

Studio
Renders

A SUSTAINABLE, DIGITAL ARTS COMMUNITY.
Fish Studios Smart City promotes sustainability by introducing a modern community with responsible
development. Environmentally friendly systems include solar panels, rainwater collection (with the golf
course using 100% treated wastewater) and transport hubs for electric cars, e-bikes and buggies. In
addition there are future plans for the incorporation of a wind farm as well as desalinisation plant making
it the first development of its kind Nationally.
Soft landscaping lies at the heart of our smart city, connecting the buildings to the natural surroundings
with their colourful indigenous plants. Vertical farming will also be promoted, bringing to life the facades
of the studios creating a sustainable appearance from the get go on arrival.
•

Luxury Villas set along the prestigious Fish River. (Price Range $1.5M to $2M)

•

Lifetime Golf Course Membership & Naming Rights along the course

•

Owners Exclusive Clubhouse & Membership Incentives throughout the Smart City.

•

Private Beach Access

Reality
Shows
A popular desitination for reality shows
shot on location at the Fish River,
catering for upwards of 200 people

Live
Broadcasting
The Studios will be equipped for all live
broadcasting events. Business shows
such as Lions Cage, sporting events such
as MMA and Golf days.
All can be accompained with realtimne
adverbying purchasing or investment.

Reality Golf
This magnificent Gary Player-designed championship 18hole course is regarded as a must-play. It incorporates
bent grass greens and a number of unique challenges
presented by the natural landscape. The plan is to utilise
the facility to shoot a golf reality show.

Adverbuying
Fish Studios is a
licensed advebuying
facility
FORUS Digital monetizes using a unique direct
advertising model, an advert in receipt clicked
to purchase or scanned from print or digital to
purchase that results in a sale, generating a
commission.
If the advert is delivered via the channel, then
40% of the top line on every commission on sale
goes to the channel partners, in real time.
It’s called adverbuying - scan or click to buy,
advertisers only pay for sales.

Hopewell
A partner facility
that can be utilised
as another facility or
filming location.
Hopewell Conservation Estate is a retreat for
professionals, business and community leaders
with a desire to build their home surrounded
by the peace and tranquility of their natural
heritage. Located less than half an hour’s drive
from the center of Port Elizabeth, the Estate
is situated within an expansive 3 100-hectare
urban nature reserve. Hopewell Conservation
Estate is a pristine nature reserve and housing
estate located at the heart of what conservation
icon Dr Ian Player identified as the “new
wilderness frontier”.
The nature reserve and estate offers residents
and visitors a unique outdoor experience
and lifestyle, whether it be one of the 41
contemporary homes on the reserve, celebrating
that special occasion at The Sentry Venue
or simply enjoying one of the many outdoor
activities and amenities on offer, come
experience a contemporary lifestyle like no
other. To find out more, please browse through
the website, and take a visit to the Hopewell
Conservation Estate for a first-hand experience
of the fynbos-scented fresh air, the pictureperfect landscapes and scenery, and the
pleasure of watching wild game roaming the
reserve.

www.hopewellconservation.co.za

Rebates up to 30%
Key role players in the South African film industry have acknowledged the critical need for
a unified front adopting universal, standardised measures to mitigate the extremely serious
environmental impact of local and international film productions in South Africa.

What is Greenset?
Under the umbrella of the SA FILM Academy – is co-developing an accredited Film Industry
Environmental Sustainability course training module, together with environmental sustainability
consultant, Wrap Zero, to train up Environmental Supervisors and implement a holistic, integrated,
environmental sustainability pilot project, during the course of this production.
Fish Studios will operate a rebate program for productions linked to procurement through the
Fish Studios procurement and jobs portal.
All carbon consumed through productions run through the studio will be traced and credits will be
tradable on the carbon exchange.

Visit https://www.safilmacademy.org/greenset/ for more information.
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